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A memorable wedding ceremony start from stunning and eye-catching wedding invitations. But
sometimes preparing for the proper wedding cards does not seem a easy job. Sometimes it may
even mean daunting and fussy suffering. Facing with the sea of hundreds of designs and styles of
wedding invitations templates, one of the most classic and tasteful choice for you is floral wedding
invitation. Here I want to say something about different kind of floral wedding invitations, hope it can
lend you a hand while you are choosing the cards for your esteemed guests.

Blooming Wedding Cards

Flowers are one of the most popular way for you to embellish your wedding invites at modern times.
Different kind of flowers represent different meanings. Red roses stand for your impassioned love,
white lily is a symbol of innocence and purity. Employing a solid background color for your choice,
let the stunning flowers grow out from the bottom and cover the whole design. The flourishing
caudex show a kind of vigor and energy. Your personalized information printed with the
complementary colors shown in the blooming will accent the impression on others.

Butterfly Linger Over Flowers Wedding Cards

When we speak of flowers ,we may naturally think of the colorful butterflies. As the motto says â€œ
butterflies are the soul of flowers, in this life, butterflies flying east and west in order to find their
bodies.â€• How about choose a butterfly lace wedding cards. The inwrought lace flowers embedded at
the bo0ttom of the cards, while the life-like butterlies floating above the bosom, present a gorgeous
feast to your eyes. Your personal message appears between the giocoso butterflies.

Sweet Heart Wedding Invitations

Delicate heart pattern is one of the most popular theme used in wedding invitations. Florid flowers
form a large heart frame, offsetting a large contrast to the uniform background color, creating a very
artistic effect. The folded design may have enough place for you where you can print the
personalized information in detail. For this style of invites, the best foreground color may be orange,
red. For the background color, white, ivory and cream may be a best choice for you to make the
wedding seem elegant and charming from the whole.

Piquant Dragonflies Cards

Lotus just buds while the dragonflies have already set up above them. This series of cards are
perfect for a summer wedding invitation. Sky blue background outline a peaceful atmosphere, pink
lotus are budding. Empaistic dragonflies fluttering above set a energetic impression to the static
background.

Opting for the perfect floral wedding invitations for your unique spousal. What I mentioned above is
just a small part of the glamour of flower cards. You can start a voyage of discovering by yourself.
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